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This year, we celebrated the fortieth anniversary of the first graduates of the
oldest Law School in Ethiopia. Given the fact that the beginning of modern
legal education in this country is so recent, it must be a matter of serious
concern that we are already talking about its decline'.

Without pretending to contribute in any significant way to the stemming of
that trend, I wish to share with the reader some of my experience as a student
of law and, later, as a teacher. I hope that the changes that manifested
themselves in my career will provide us with some of the raw material we
may need for future discussion of the subject.

In raising a few of the problems that legal education has encountered, it is not
my intention to criticize anyone. On the contrary, I applaud especially the
heroic efforts of the many teachers of law who are doing their utter most to
maintain a reasonable standard under extremely difficult circumstances.

In the course of relating my experience, I do make some general assertions at
the risk of taxing the reader with self-evident propositions. But I believe that
the obvious are often the most illusive and yet the most persistent that they
deserve our constant attention.

In light of the difficulties under which our law schools function today, I may
also sound a bit idealistic. Yet, overwhelmed as we are with today's manifold
problems, and in the case of the new colleges, with all the strain and stress
that come with the process of growing up, we should never stop yearning for
the ideal, lest we accept the transient for the permanent.

I have been teaching law, albeit intermittently, for about thirty years.
Obviously, lots of things have changed since. Of particular interest to me,
however, is that the quality of legal education has changed drastically,
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changing with it the quality of my own teaching. Yet, I do not presume to
have a remedy for any of the ills that afflict legal education in Ethiopia. They
are too pervasive and this probably is hardly the forum. I will simply mention
some of the symptoms of the ailment as they manifested themselves in the
experience of one teacher and leave to the reader and others the onerous task
of diagnosing the disease and writing the prescription. In the following
pages, I will, for the most part, focus on the methodological aspect of teach-
ing law, as opposed to content.

The Socratic Method:

I vividly remember my first hour of my first day of my first year in Law
School as a student. Having just completed freshman year, I had been
admitted to one of the most prestigious faculties at the time. That first
morning, an American professor (who also happened to be the first dean)
walked into the classroom, literally asking a question: "Who decides?" To
my absolute terror, he pointed his finger at me. I didn't have the foggiest idea
what he was talking about. Despite that I was dumb-founded and my face
was soaked in sweat, he wouldn't give up or change his victim. "Who de-
cides - The President, The Congress, or the Supreme Court"? I didn't know
what all those characters were. Several days earlier, he had posted a reading
assignment 2 and none of us had seen it. I believe he was aware of that but he
wouldn't relent. He kept hounding us one after another.

As noted earlier, we had just come out of freshman year where we were
comfortably lectured to and we dutifully took notes, studied those for the
most part and made good grades. The earlier years were not much different
except learning by rote reigned supreme both in secondary and elementary
schools. Hence, most of us thought that the behavior of the American
professor was entirely ridiculous. The excruciatingly long hour finally ended
and we were breathing a little easier when another professor walked in and
continued with a similar barrage of questions of his own. He also had posted
a reading assignment.

It did not take us long to realize that the professors at the Law School were
not crazy. It was the methodology that was different. The Socratic method
required a thorough preparation on the part of the student before class and an
active participation in class. The teacher did not lecture; he only prodded
students to examine all aspects of an issue, consider alternatives, and draw
their own conclusions.

2 The case was Marbury v Madison, 5 US (1 Cranch) 137, 2 L.Ed. 60
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Despite its obvious limitations when applied in a continental legal system
like ours3, over the years I fell in love with the Socratic method because of
one supreme virtue I saw in it - it is the exact antitheses of learning by rote.
Unlike the latter, it encouraged students to analyze problems, to examine
them from different vantage points, to reason, to argue and to question - in
sum, to think.

Even if we overlook for a moment the very many reasons why the quality of
legal education suffered setbacks during the past few decades, our
educational system generally has yet to rid itself of a longstanding malaise - a
culture of learning by rote. In traditional schools, the caliber of a student was,
for the most part, measured not by his reasoning or analytical aptitude but by
how fast he could memorize volumes of religious material. One may even
venture a conclusion that inquisitiveness was in fact discouraged and,
depending on the nature of the dogma one questions, it may even constitute a
blasphemy. If one gets to the stage of interpreting the dogma, that is also
handed to the student ready-made and all that is expected of him is to accept
and memorize.

At this point, I cannot resist relating a couple of anecdotes in the hope of
pointing up the effect of such a methodology. Here is the first. I was listening
to a radio program one Sunday morning many years ago. A lalibela4 was
being interviewed. After several songs or lamentations in which he praised to
heaven those who gave him money and condemned to hell those who did not,
the reporter asked him if he composed those pungent verses. The lalibela's
response to that question was what impressed me most. I do not think a trans-
lation would do justice to the flavor of the one-word statement. Hence, here it
is in the original: MflM5

I also recall a recent visit to Lalibela (the historic site in northern Ethiopia)
where a deacon, who doubled as a tour guide, explained to me how those
marvelous stone-hewn churches were constructed. "King Lalibela built a
cubit 6 during the day", he told me with an air of absolute certainty, "and
angels arrived at night and added two cubits to the building." He was

It should be readily admitted that the 4 A beggar who sings you out of bed long
Socratic method requires quite a bit of before dawn.
adapting from the heavily case method Of 5 A crude translation may be: "How can that
the common law to our highly statutory be possible? It is not in my genes!"
legal system. But I know that is possible,
especially with a generous use of 6 The length of the forearm.
hypothetical cases.
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adamant that the churches could not have been built without divine
intervention.

Perhaps the problem goes even deeper than the methodology employed by
the traditional schools in teaching young people or the wider congregation. It
may also have its roots in our culture. Bear with me, therefore, as I relate one
more incident. In the 1970's, a foreign multi-national corporation had a vast
cotton plantation in the Awash valley. At one point, the government of the
day asked the company to provide employment to at least some of the herds-
men who lost their traditional grazing land to development. Accordingly, the
company persuaded a young herdsman to join its workforce and train as a
tractor operator.

Within weeks, his German trainer was marveling at how fast the former
shepherd, who had never before even touched any machine, could acquire the
technical skill and operated a modern tractor with such ease and dexterity.
But, months later, he said he was struck by one other observation. Every time
they opened the hood of the tractor, the young man showed no curiosity
whatsoever and he never asked how and why the machine functioned as it
did. He just touched the right buttons, shifted gears, stepped on the pedals
and worked the wheels as he was shown. Everything else was Yal'abte.

I do not know if the traditional method works for any other field of learning
but I am convinced that it does not for the teaching of law. Our ideal is to
train intelligent lawyers - intelligent not in the sense of possessing high I.Q
but in the sense of being able to reason, analyze, question, and comprehend7.
In the words of one philosopher: "intelligence does not consist of masses of
factual detail." That is particularly true of the teaching of law. We seldom
have facts to teach. We teach principles. We teach philosophy. We teach the
fine art of reasoning.

By insisting that Law Schools should train students to become "intelligent"
lawyers, I am not discounting the fact that all professions seek to do more or
less the same thing with their students. It has long been recognized that
"learning without thought is waste of labor." 8 However, one should admit
that the degree and intensity to which each profession employs the art of rea-
soning on a daily basis vary. A lawyer has often to think on his feet and how
well he thinks may make the difference between life and death. For a lawyer
to reason and to persuade are the staples of his profession.

7I like the meaning my dictionary gives the word intelligence as "being awake, being alive"
8 Confucius
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Hence, the lecture system, in its purest form where students are least
participatory, is an extremely inadequate methodology for the teaching of
law. It only leads our students to fall back into the traditional comfort zone of
memorizing their notes and regurgitating whatever the teacher told them in
class. The man after whom the Socratic method is named, the Greek philoso-
pher, Socrates, believed that "the human mind is not a passive vessel into
which a teacher poured knowledge. Participants in a dialogue [are] obliged to
play an active role and to think critically about human values." 9

While I am at it, I may also quote Immanuel Kant, a nineteenth century
German philosopher:

Immaturity is the incapacity to use one's intelligence without the guidance
of another. Such immaturity is self-caused if it is not caused by lack of
intelligence, but by lack of determination and courage to use one's intelli-
gence without being guided by another. Sapere aude! (Dare to know!)
Have the courage to use your own intelligence is therefore the motto of the
enlightenment.... It is so comfortable to be a minor! If I have a book
which provides meaning for me, a pastor who has conscience for me, a
doctor who will judge my diet for me and so on, then I do not need to exert
myself. I do not have any need to think.'0

In our case, we may add: if the student has a teacher to think for him, he
does not have to exert himself. He does not have to think.

One of the most important principles that should guide a lawyer's
professional endeavor is audi alteram partem - hear both sides. Listening to
both sides dispassionately, without being driven by some preconceived idea
or theory, requires an open mind that is used to weighing opposing views.
According to one scholar, "A person who derives all his instructions from
teachers or books, even if he escapes the besetting temptation of contenting
himself with cram, is under no compulsion to hear both sides."11

I admit that there is seldom such a thing as pure Socratic or lecture method.
Many good teachers employ a healthy mixture of the two in varying degrees
of combination, and meanwhile use the case problem method which nurtures
and enhances knowledge and skills towards grasping core facts, identifying
issues, exploring primary and secondary authorities, and solving the issues
through critical analysis and synthesis with the due accuracy, precision and
clarity. In short, legal education demands a substantially bigger dosage of
student participation in the learning process.
9 Perry, Marvin, Sources of Western Tradi- 1 Polka, Brayton, Readings in Western Civi-

tion, v.1, p.79 lization, v.2, p. 294
0 ibid. p. 405
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Most of my Ethiopian teachers had their roots in religious schools, as did
many in my generation, including myself. I do not believe the chain of
learning by rote has been broken yet. The Addis Ababa University Law
School, when I knew it, had broken that chain through the use of the Socratic
and case problem method.

Over the years, however, I have been compelled to almost abandon the
method I love. It works only if there is active student participation. We came
to a stage where the response to any question I asked was usually a deafening
silence. Often the shrugging of the shoulders takes the place of a simple "I
don't know." If someone volunteers to answer, it happens to be one of the
very few who always save an awkward situation. So, I have largely given up
on the Socratic method. I lecture, mostly to blank faces, ever wondering if I
am connecting with the majority of my students.

The Policy Oriented Approach:

Whether or not we are devotees of the Socratic Method, I don't believe there
is an option to adopting a policy-oriented approach to the teaching of law. It
is a truism that law is nothing but an expression of policy. A student who
merely studies the law without uncovering the policy that underlies it could
be likened to a person who buys a package without finding out what it
contains. I have often noticed among many of my students the tendency to
read code provisions in the same way one reads a book of verse - read the
words, commit them to memory and move on. They do not realize that the
provisions of a law are not important in themselves. What is important is the
policy they are designed to advance.

Most students realize the importance of a policy-oriented study of law not
long after they secure their first employment as lawyers, if not before. It is
common practice in any public or private agency to refer all knotty problems
to the legal department, whether the issue is one of law or not. I had just
completed my second year at Law School when I landed a summer job at one
of the ministries of the time. To my utter astonishment, the first assignment I
was given required writing an opinion advising the Assistant Minister what
to do about a spying activity that went foul in Somalia. An Ethiopian spy had
been arrested and the matter was receiving some international publicity. I had
to say something; I was the lawyer. We certainly cannot teach our students
about every conceivable policy. That is impossible. But we can teach them
how to think in terms of policy.

We should also recall that we live in an era of rapid change. Many aspects of
our lives undergo radical change in a short span of time demanding change in
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the laws that regulate them. Our future lawyers should not only be able to
readily absorb and work with the constantly changing laws but should have
the necessary attitude, talent and breadth of knowledge to help craft and engi-
neer them.

As one of our tools to that end, we should relentlessly ask the most natural
question: "Why"? Our youngest ones often irritate us with its constant use.
Tell them to do something. They ask why? Tell them not to do something.
They do the same1 2 . The question irritates us because it challenges our intelli-
gence. That is precisely why we should use it generously in stimulating our
students. It is a sure way of forcing them to discover and bring to the surface
the policy that lurks behind every provision of any law. It works for
analyzing provisions that lay down the simplest of rules to principles that are
philosophically loaded. If the law requires that two witnesses should attest all
written contracts, ask why documents should be attested and why two wit-
nesses? If the Constitution guarantees equality of everyone before the law,
ask the students what that is supposed to mean; if it is a practical proposition
in a world of vast economic and social disparities; if it is any more than a na-
tional ideal, etc. In the process of trying to answer these questions, students
get to think and know something about the practical and aspirational rights as
well as some of the social, economic and political realities of the country -
not a bad spin-off from a single provision of the law.

Socrates gained fame that has not abetted two millennia later by persistently
asking a related question: what do you mean? Let us emulate him in our own
small way. It will help reduce careless talk and remind students that every
word a lawyer utters in his professional capacity carries shades of meaning
on which the liberty of others may depend.

The Comparative Approach:

Ethiopia's legal system is still evolving despite that we imported a massive
body of "modern" law over half a century ago. To date, no systematic study
has been conducted to find out the extent of its application or the impact it
has had, if any. That the bulk of the laws survived three governments with
radically different political and economic outlooks, gives rise to an intriguing
question as to their place in our society and the extent to which they have
really been effective. This is important in light of the controversy raging
among legal scholars regarding the question whether the transplantation of

12 Soon enough, of course, we literally kill this natural inquisitiveness by constantly telling
them to shut up one of the possible causes of our docility, often mistaken for gentleness, in
the classroom or beyond.
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laws from one socio-economic milieu to another can ever work. Be that as it
may, we live in a constantly changing world and there is no question that our
legal system will have to keep pace, especially in light of the much-heralded
phenomenon known as globalization.

If we are to produce future lawyers with the knowledge and caliber necessary
to spearhead the growth and refinement of our laws, Law Schools need to
expose them to different legal systems. We need to adopt a degree of
comparative approach in all courses we offer. More often than not, there is an
alternative to every system and our students would do well to know them.1 3

Reading and Writing:

We used to believe that whatever goes on in the classroom counts only for a
fraction of the learning process in a Law School. Students are supposed to
supplement that with a substantial dosage of reading on their own. But the
lamentable state of libraries gives them a ready excuse not to. Yet, that is not
the real or, at least, the principal reason. Too many students simply do not
have the requisite vocabulary to read and understand a textbook in English, a
language that we continue to pretend to be the medium of instruction. By and
by, therefore, I had to substantially reduce the generally fruitless task of
giving students reading assignments. Instead, I have grown to be reliant on
the occasional handouts I issue.

There were also times when writing was believed to be an indispensable skill
a future lawyer should acquire. During his professional life, a lawyer
prepares a huge amount of legal documents. Among other things, it is one of
the major ways through which he expresses his art of communication. Hence,
a writing skill is of paramount importance to every lawyer. For that reason,
we were advised to incorporate writing into every course we taught.
Consequently, at least one writing assignment was a must for every course.
For the most part, I have also given up on that "archaic" practice.

These days, one feature of teaching law that traumatizes me is grading
student exam papers. It has been years since I stopped taking offense at gross
grammatical errors since such are no longer exceptions to the rule. Why
should I expect reasonably decent grammar from a law school student, a
future lawyer? I have also magnanimously relinquished the idea of expecting
cogent and tight arguments from my students. Why should I demand such a
rigid standard? After all, they are only students of law, tomorrow's judges,
attorneys, and counselors.

13 Incidentally, all the approaches suggested above are complementary.
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Instead, in the majority of cases, I hunt - in the jungle of incoherency and
incomprehensible ramblings - for a phrase or even a word that would suggest
to me that the student has some idea about the answer to the question. Such a
discovery may assure him a passing grade. Two or more such discoveries, I
might even give a "B", a letter the value of which has depreciated many fold
over the last few decades. This is indicative of the fact that intensive courses
in the English language as well as in research and writing are needed more
than ever before in every Law School.

The Humanities:

If I may revert to where it all began, the freshman year was designed to pre-
pare students for specialization. Before they embarked upon their narrow
fields, they were required to take several courses in the humanities - lan-
guages, history, philosophy, logic as well as economics, political science,
public administration, etc. The idea was to afford the future specialists a
broader perspective and appreciation of the intricacies of life and to equip
them with the skills and discipline necessary to handle themselves in the
complex world that awaited them. The humanities are supposed to give them
"the philosophical insight and deep serenity, and the broad understanding
that are the hallmarks of the mature man, the man who is rightly attuned to
the world in which he lives.... Fragmented education is not sufficient prepa-
ration for a full life or sound leadership. 14

Future lawyers had to spend an additional year - called pre-law - before they
were admitted to the study of law proper. They took more humanities courses
as well as other social science subjects while at the same time getting intro-
duced to the study of law. One should not consider this a luxury since in most
other countries the study of law is undertaken only after one has earned his
undergraduate diploma. Today, for lawyers, the study of the humanities and
other social science subjects has largely been consigned to the past.

The Use of French and Latin:

For much of the time I was associated with the Addis Ababa (earlier, Haile
Selassie I) University Law School, Legal French was a compulsory course.
The reason is that several of our codes, including the Civil and Commercial
Codes, were drafted by Frenchmen and they drew heavily on French law.
Therefore, a fuller understanding of a substantial portion of our law often
requires going back to the primary source. Although some may consider this
a luxury, I still believe that a smattering of the French language to be a useful
tool to any Ethiopian lawyer worth his salt.

14 Salisbury, Rachel, Better Language and Thinking, New York, 1955, p. 205
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On the other hand, I do not wish to lament the death of whatever little use we
made of Latin in teaching law in the past. That probably is its universal
destiny. Still, I will miss the brevity and precision of many Latin phrases.
Just try and see how many English words you would need to adequately
convey the idea contained in the two-word phrase mutatis mutandis. I also
wonder if a few Latin phrases, sprinkled here and there in our teaching,
writing or speech, do not lend lawyers that professional air that sets us apart
from others. Hence, whatever their practical worth, I would like my students
to leave law school with a bunch of them. On a less serious tone, they may, at
least, find them useful at a party when conversing with some pompous
engineer or medical doctor.

The foregoing bleak picture does not lead me to the conclusion that our
students today are less intelligent. On the contrary, young people today are
far smarter and better informed than I was at their age because of greater
exposure to the modern media. That many of them have literate parents is
also a huge advantage. The problem is that they are less equipped and less
prepared for the kind and level of training we are supposed to be offering
them in Law School.

The Less Committed Teacher:

It would not be honest to confine my lamentations to the plight of students
because I also find myself a less committed teacher than I was during my
earlier years. Sometimes through the force of circumstance, at others,
because I find it more profitable, I have turned into a part-time teacher.
Inevitably, that has considerably diminished the quality of my teaching. First,
I am not sure if I prepare for my classes as well as I would if I were a full-
time teacher because my priority lies elsewhere. Second, I am not available
for student consultation. I meet the students for the compulsory contact hours
and jump into my car and vanish as rapidly as I came in. But we used to be-
lieve - in those antiquated days - that students should have the opportunity to
get the assistance they needed outside the classroom. That is why every
teacher had to post his office hours and keep them. Those, in fact, were the
minimum since students could come to my office any time, stop me in the
corridors, or even join me at the caf6. That was possible because, for the bet-
ter part of every working day, I was there on campus. My current students
have totally been deprived of that privilege.

There were times also when we believed that a law school is not only a
teaching place but also a research center since teaching and research are
intimately related. One nourishes the other. Teachers, sometimes assisted by
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senior students, are supposed to be the principal researchers. But as a part
-time teacher, I am generally not available to engage in that important activ-
ity. "The average don [teacher]", observed Harold Laski in one of his letters
to Justice Holmes, "is too much absorbed in the daily round to grasp the rela-
tion of research to teaching. He cultivates his little garden; but I don't think
he experiments enough with new seeds."15

Professor Griswold, a former dean of Harvard Law School, also expressed
an opinion on the subject of research and law schools. "In addition to being
effective teaching agencies, [law schools] should become, on a scale far
greater than has heretofore been the case, centers for carrying on of research
into the law and its development and its application to the solution of current
problems encountered in the adjustment of human relations."'

1
6 The near ex-

tinction of the few professional journals we had loudly proclaims the current
state of research in this country. It should, however, be granted that substan-
tial research takes money but I do not know many scholars who have devel-
oped worthwhile projects and failed to secure funding. The stark truth is that
most of us simply do not have the time, the initiative or even the courage.

There are also a host of other extra-curricular activities that enrich the
learning process in any law school. These include running publications,
organizing debates, moot court competitions, trips to courts, parliament, etc.
But as a part-time teacher, I am not available to organize or participate in
these or similar endeavors. But while I am talking about myself, a part-time
teacher, I cannot help wondering if today's full-time teachers are immune to
these afflictions.

How We Got Here:

How did we get to this point? The answer to that question may not be simple.
Nor is it my intention to go into the developments of the last thirty or more
years. But I will simply allude to a couple of incidents for the reader to
ponder.

There were times, a couple of decades ago, when we were told that the
education system in this country was heavily biased in favor of the urban
elite and against the peasantry and the workers. It was a veiled warning that
we should not fail students who came from the latter two social strata once

15 Howe, Mark, Holmes - Laski Letters, v.1, p. 3 4 1

16 Griswold, Erwin, Educating Lawyers for a Changing World, in the Lawyers Treasury by
Eugene C. Gerhart, pp. 410-11
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they were admitted under a policy that sought to make up for past imbalance.
If we are still paying for the good intentions of those days, as some suggest, I
am not certain.

Others point to the impressive expansion of elementary and high schools
over the same period and argue that we always gain quantity at the expense
of quality. That the new schools were largely manned by high school
dropouts, untrained and poorly motivated for the teaching profession, did
substantially compound the problem bringing us dangerously close to
realizing one writer's observation about another country that "everybody
incapable of learning has taken to teaching". The proponents of this argument
stress that few teachers can produce their "betters" and that the youngsters
who are today's students of law are products of those circumstances.

The newest and most extraordinary development in the history of Ethiopia's
modern education is the sprouting of private colleges. The question is what
impact will these have on the quality of education in this country, at least in
the short term. We may have to wait and see. In the meantime, while driving
around the country, I couldn't help wondering where we found all the
qualified teachers to man all those one-room colleges, bearing grandiose
names, that have mushroomed in scores of small towns where one can hardly
find a decent caf6. We could also ask if these new institutions have even a
minimum of the facilities requisite to producing a reasonably qualified
graduate.

Let me also share with the reader a casual exchange I had sometime ago with
one of the guards at the gate to a private college. I was coming in for my
evening class when he waved from a distance indicating that there was no
parking spot for me. All the same, I approached, and somewhat haughtily,
told him that I was a teacher. He acknowledged recognizing me but insisted
that the parking lot was full. I should have ended the conversation right there.
"May be", I suggested, "we should reserve some spots for teachers". The
guard had a ready response: "But the students are our paymasters." That
pretty well cut me to size and I quietly backed up.

But it got me thinking. How does the fact that students pay for their educa-
tion change the student-teacher relationship and the quality of education? The
experiences of other countries may assure us that there is no cause for alarm.
But I do not know how much comfort I can take in that given the fact that
this is a novel experience in our country. Secondly, since not all private col-
leges are equal, I wonder to how many students being paymasters is the prin-
cipal qualification to earning a graduation gown and a parchment. It will take
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sometime for everyone to understand that paying does not always mean
buying.

Summary:

Let me sum up at the risk of somewhat repeating myself. The point I tried to
get across is that the kind of knowledge a lawyer should gain is not "mere
factual information about the content of ... the law, but [also] both factual
information and the various skills necessary to process it." Major among such
skills are: communication, analysis, problem solving, research, synthesis and
evaluation. It is worth our while to look at some of these more closely. 17

" Communication: Lawyering may be many things in today's multi-faceted
professional life, but first and foremost, it is the ability to 'present or
convey information' in the most effective manner. The primary task of a
lawyer is to persuade - be it in a courtroom, boardroom, or in his small
office talking to his client. He cannot accomplish that if he lacks in com-
munications skill. He would be like a singer who lost his voice. But our
students will find it hard to acquire that skill unless they are given the op-
portunity while in law school to answer questions, to argue and debate
issues. For practical purposes, effective communication takes two forms:
oral and written. We need to prepare our students in both media.

* Lawyers are the envy of other professionals for their other quality: their
ability to break complex problems down to their elements thereby
rendering them susceptible of solution. Among all professionals, lawyers
are renowned for their unique ability to disentangle apparently knotty
problems. For our students to live up to that reputation, they need to
employ their analytical skills. The lecture system is the least desirable way
of helping students acquire the requisite power of analysis. It requires a
methodology that enables them to dissect problems from different angles
and points of view. It requires students to take the time to write papers
analyzing problems on their own and defending their analysis and
conclusions.

* Analysis is not an end in itself. It is a tool to solving problems. A lawyer
should develop the skill necessary to draw the most logical conclusion
thereby resolving the issue at hand. This is critical to a lawyer be he a
judge, an advisor, or an attorney. Once again, problem solving is not a
skill a student acquires by sitting in a lecture and taking notes,

17 Inspired by Beale, Andrew, Solving Problems in Constitutional and Administrative Law,
pp. 1-2.
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memorizing and repeating them during exam. In every class he should be
given a problem to solve. He should be challenged with written assign-
ments that require him to resolve complicated issues.

" Closely related to analytical skills is 'synthetic skills'. This is the power
to "combine the various elements into a whole in order to give a complete
picture of the issue" at hand. Whereas others may see only numerous
individual trees and vainly attempt to pursue each, a lawyer can see the
forest. It is also desirable that students acquire this skill in law school by
exposure to problems involving multiple, often apparently contradictory,
issues.

* All the above should be enhanced by another vital lawyerly skill - the
ability to discover new and relevant information. Every lawyer should
know how and where to find the laws and the facts he requires to solve a
problem. These research skills are also best acquired while in law school.

We in the teaching profession can exert ourselves a little more and demand
as much from our students. The downward spiral should stop somewhere. Let
us resist compromising our standards any further. Students may not answer
our questions in grammatically correct English or their thoughts may not be
coherent or well reasoned; but let them answer questions any way. They may
not produce a well-written paper; let them write any way. They may not read
every thing we assign them; let them read any way. We can rest assured that
they will be better persons and better lawyers for every such effort.

Evidently, teachers alone won't be able to solve all the problems alluded to
above. Some of them are beyond our reach. Law Schools should critically
examine their syllabus and delivery method with a view to addressing actual
problems. At a national level, one of the most daunting challenges of our day
is infusing quality into our educational system, lest we allow mediocrity to
take root and become self-perpetuating. 0
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